Netherlands
Serial sectioning of hard, fragile tissues such as arthropod cuticle usually offers problems. T o overcome these often requires time-consuming techniques such as celloidin embedding or special methods that suit the specific demands of the tissue under study. The following technique is universal in its application and can be adapted to the requirements of specific tissues during sectioning. The principle is to embed the tissue in a relatively soft epoxy resin (Butler 1971 , Luft 1961 ) and section in the cryostat. By changing the temperature in the freezing compartment the hardness of the epoxy resin can be adapted to the hardness of the tissue. The sections produced are of excellent quality, completely flat with a perfect attachment of the resin to the tissue. This technique guarantees a minimum of tissue distortion and prevents loss of fine and fragile appendages. Because of the difficulty of staining epoxy embedded sections the method is especially suitable for previously stained tissue. It is presumably adaptable to "open" type freezing microtomes as well. In this laboratory the method has successfully been applied to Golgi-impregnated teleostean brains, intracellularly stained nervous elements in fly heads, to blowfly proboscis, cricket abdomen and similar structures. 
4.
Transfer the tissue into undiluted epoxy resin as above for about 6 hours at room temperature.
5. Bring the tissue into fresh resin in rectangular plastic cups of about 3 x 3 x 3 cm (e.g. as for ice cubes). The inside of the cups should be treated with "Trennlack" (F86, Goldschmidt Chem. Co., Hamburg, Germany) for easy removal of the hardened blocks. Harden the epoxy resin for about 48 hours at 80 C.
6. The hardened blocks may be easily trimmed with a razor blade. Remove as much embedding medium as possible.
7. Attach the trimmed block to a flat tissue holder with cyanoacrylate adhesive and mount in the cryostat. Vary the temperature according to the hardness of the tissue and the required thickness of the sections; -10 C is suitable for 40 m sections of Golgi impregnated brains, or -25 C for 10 8. Cut sections and bring to absolute alcohol for a few seconds, then mount on slides with the following mixture:
sections of insect tissue.
100% Alcohol
30 cc Acetone 2 cc First mix the epoxy with the acetone, then add the alcohol. Thick sections of 20 or more can be mounted with undiluted resin. In such cases floating the sections in absolute alcohol should be omitted. In both mounting procedures spread a film of the resin on the slide with €or example the back of the little finger. Transfer the sections to the slide; they will stick to the epoxy film very well and will not curl. Work out any air bubbles with a fine brush.
9. Apply a small drop of resin to the sections and cover with a coverslip. Harden overnight at 80 C.
Epoxy resin
8 cc
